Animals attacked by predators often enter a state of tonic immobility (TI) in which individuals appear to simulate death. Despite the fact that TI is often used as a proxy of fear in domesticated animals, quantitative data on individual variation is very scarce for wild vertebrates. As a consequence, we lack ecological interpretations for the variability in TI that may exist in wild populations. Here, we tested whether there are consistent differences among individuals in 2 components of TI within wild populations of 2 avian species, the Yellow-crowned bishop (Euplectes afer) and the Tree sparrow (Passer montanus). We next tested whether this variation reflects variation in boldness toward predators (measured as the response to 2 predator models) or is simply related to variation in general activity/restlessness (measured as baseline activity) in the bishop. We analyzed our data by means of Bayesian structural equation modeling (SEM), which has several general advantages and, moreover, allowed us to analyze censored (truncated) data. We found good support for relatively high repeatability within individuals of both components of TI. Measures of TI appeared to be uncorrelated with baseline activity. In contrast, our results suggest that individual variation in TI in a wild vertebrate can be interpreted in a context of boldness toward predators, making TI a meaningful and practical behavioral trait for studies involving personality and antipredation behavior in wild populations. In addition, we show that the Bayesian structural equation modeling approach to analyze censored data had greater statistical power than other approaches. Hence, this rarely implemented technique deserves to be more widely used.
INTRODUCTION
T onic immobility (TI) is a behavioral state characterized by lack of movements and an apparent lifeless position (Gallup and Rager 1996; Miyatake et al. 2009 ). Alternative labels for this behavior include death feigning, thanatosis, immobility reflex, contact defense immobility, righting time, catatonia, playing possum, playing dead, and even animal hypnosis. TI has been recorded in a great variety of taxa, such as insects, decapods, spiders, fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals (Gallup and Rager 1996) . A number of hypotheses have been forwarded to explain TI (Ruxton 2006; Miyatake et al. 2009 ), some of which are specific to certain taxa such as insects that take a rigid position in order to prevent being swallowed whole by predators that do not chew their prey (Ruxton 2006) . In most vertebrates, TI seems to be best explained by the hypothesis of ''loss of predator's interest.'' Under that hypothesis, TI is a last resort to prevent death by predation, after freezing (remaining still in a normal posture to avoid detection), escape, or fighting has failed. In support of this functional explanation for TI, Sargeant and Eberhardt (1975) showed that dozens of ducks attacked and grabbed by foxes all went into TI. Subsequently, they recorded frequently that foxes dropped or cached the living ducks while in TI, after which many ducks managed to escape. Similar support comes from Thompson et al. (1981) . They exposed quail to cats and recorded that quail previously induced to TI had lower rates of attack than quail that were not in TI, and that spontaneous TI reduced the time of handling by the predator. Presumably, the lack of movement makes predators believe they successfully killed their prey after which they stop attacking it, such that TI increases prey survival (Thompson et al. 1981) .
Parallel studies have interpreted and used TI as a general measure of fear, and the evidence for such an interpretation is particularly good for chickens (Gallup 1974 (Gallup , 1977 Boissy 1995; Forkman et al. 2007 ). In addition, TI has been shown to be heritable (Gallup 1974; Forkman et al. 2007; Ohno and Miyatake 2007; Nakayama et al. 2010 ) and correlate with a number of other behavioral and physiological variables (Gallup 1974; Boissy 1995; Jones 1996; Forkman et al. 2007; Miyatake et al. 2008; Zulkifli et al. 2009 ). As such, it has been interpreted as a component of animal personality, where individuals that are easily induced into TI and that stay longer in that state are seen as reactive individuals, while those that are not easily induced and stay shorter in TI are seen as proactive individuals (Boissy 1995; Jones 1996; Erhard et al. 1999; Cockrem 2007 ). However, the generality of much of this has yet to be established. For example, TI has been predominantly investigated in domesticated chicken and quail and, as far as we know, there are no estimates of repeatability of components of TI for any wild vertebrate. There are clear limitations in extrapolating experimental paradigms between domesticated and wild species, since differences of ecological characteristics and motivations have been identified (Forkman et al. 2007 ). Here, we aim to determine if individual variation in TI is repeatable in wild vertebrates using 2 avian species as study models. In addition, we aim to test whether TI and the perceived risk of predation are correlated at the individual level, which would support its use as a measure of boldness toward predators and as a component of animal personality (Reale et al. 2007 ). To our knowledge, such a correlation at the individual level has never been studied in wild vertebrates. Typically, the link between TI and fear is investigated by comparing TI among groups exposed to different experimental treatments that are related to fear (e.g., averse conditioning or administration of tranquilizers-see Gallup 1977; Forkman et al. 2007 ). Instead, we ask the question whether the individual variation in behavior during exposure to a model of a predator correlates with individual variation in TI measures. However, since the response to a predator model is often expressed as movement rate, and inherently more restless individuals might also stay shorter in TI, this could also explain any encountered correlation (Forkman et al. 2007; Miyatake et al. 2008; Nakayama et al. 2010 ). We therefore also tested this alternative hypothesis and measured baseline activity prior to the exposure to a predator and determined to what extent baseline activity and response to a predator model are correlated with TI.
TI is commonly induced in vertebrates by manually restraining or covering the individual for a short time and exerting light pressure on its body, which supposedly mimics the grip of a predator. TI is then scored using several component variables, such as the number of inductions that are necessary to attain TI, the time to first head movement, the rate of head movements between first head movement and the end of TI, and the total time of TI (Gallup and Rager 1996) . Often these measures are subsequently combined into a single one to facilitate (univariate) statistical analysis. However, there is little insight on how these components should be combined (normally simple additive rules are used), if they are each repeatable, and if they measure the same underlying characteristics of the individual. We therefore tested for correlation among 2 components of TI (''number of inductions to attain TI'' and ''duration of TI''), and analyzed their separate relationships with the response to a predator and baseline activity in order to determine if the patterns in the data were replicated for the 2 TI measures.
The concept of consistent individual behavioral differences across contexts or types of behaviors (i.e., personalities) is now firmly implemented in behavioral ecology and related fields (Reale et al. 2007 (Reale et al. , 2010 . There are several statistical methodologies available for the uncovering of personalities in a given system, such as examining bivariate correlations orprincipal components of the measured behaviors. One method that is particularly powerful and versatile for the study of personalities is structural equation modeling (SEM; Grace 2006) . The application of SEM has a long and rich history in studies of social science, psychology, and human behavior (Arhonditsis et al. 2006; Grace 2006 ). In contrast, it has been hardly applied in behavioral studies of wild animals, despite its many advantages (Dochtermann and Jenkins 2007; Dingemanse, Dochtermann, et al. 2010) . In this study, we apply the statistical framework of SEM to our investigation of the ecological relevance and role of TI in personality. More specifically, we applied a Bayesian version of SEM because this allows for the analysis of censored (truncated) data, in our case due to a fixed-length protocol to measure the duration of TI.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study species, capture and housing
We studied the individual consistency of 2 components of TI and the correlation among these in 2 wild avian species. The Yellow-crowned bishop (Euplectes afer) is native to sub-Saharan Africa but invasive and locally common in Spain, while the Tree sparrow (Passer montanus) is a common native species. Birds were caught with mist nets in the surroundings of Doñana National Park (SE Spain) in January 2010 during the nonbreeding season and transported within a few hours after capture to the lab, using transport cages with food available (n = 25 for Yellow-crowned bishop, n = 39 for Tree sparrow; all mature birds of unknown sex). Birds were kept in captivity under permit SGYB/FOA/AFR from the Consejería de Medio Ambiente, Junta de Andalucía. They were initially housed in a communal outdoor aviary of 4 m 3 (each species separately), and after 2 days of acclimatization were transferred to identical individual cages (35 3 35 3 40 cm) within the same room where they stayed for the duration of the experiments under natural light and temperature regimes (no significant effects of cage position on the behavioral measures: not shown). These cages were fitted with a feeding station (ad libitum standard tropical finch seed mixture), a drinking station and 2 perches. The spatial configuration of these items was identical in each cage. Tree sparrows were released 5 weeks later at the catching site, well before the next breeding season. Yellow-crowned bishops remained in captivity for follow-up studies, including captive breeding, and because releasing non-native species is not allowed in Spain.
Tonic immobility
After 2 weeks of acclimatization to captivity, we measured components of TI in the following way. Birds were taken from their cage and, as part of another study, at 0 min and 30 min body temperature and breathing rate were scored; in between, they were kept in a cloth bag. After this, each individual was tested for TI in a separate room in order to avoid disturbance by sound or movement. TI was measured in a small wire cage, whose walls were lined with thin black rubber sheeting to prevent visibility side ways. TI was induced by placing the individual on its back, fully covering the bird with one hand, and exerting light pressure to the breast area (this supposedly mimics immobilization by a predator). After 15 s, the hand was slowly removed and the door of the cage carefully closed. If a bird righted itself within 5 s, the bird was recaptured and the procedure was repeated, up to a maximum of 5 times (''number of inductions to attain TI''). If a bird stayed on its back .5 s, we measured the time until the bird righted itself (''duration of TI''). The session was terminated if a bird was still in TI after 10 m. All birds recovered activity instantaneously without any apparent lasting effects. During all the experiments, the same person (P.E.) stared the bird in the eye from a distance of about 60 cm as this promotes TI (Gallup 1977; Jones 1980) , presumably because the stare resembles that from a true (vertebrate) predator. As is standard practice in TI assessment in higher vertebrates (Forkman et al. 2007 ), we used a human observer instead of some other live predator to induce TI because it increases standardization and, this way, we could observe directly how the birds behaved during TI and assess without error when TI was terminated. Observer facial, eye, and other movements were minimized, since movements or sounds can terminate TI (Gallup 1977) . TI was assessed twice, with 7 days in-between each assessment. This allowed us to test for the individual consistency of each of the TI components. Tests were performed between 9:30 and 16:00 hours (i.e., several hours after sunrise and several hours before sunset).
Response to predators
Eighteen weeks later, the response to a predator model was determined for the Yellow-crowned bishops. We used a taxidermic owl (Little owl Athene noctua) and a life-like sculpted and painted model of a falcon (Hobby Falco subbuteo). Both are common avian predators in the study area, which frequently take small passerines the size of our bishops. The models were fixed on top of an extendable pole, which could be adjusted such that it was exactly in front of each cage, at a distance of 30 cm. To avoid unnecessary stress and habituation to predator exposure, we covered the front of all cages with thin wooden panels 2 days prior to the exposure (day light still came in from the top). Next, for a focal individual, we removed the covering panel and recorded baseline activity as the number of movements (hops or flights within or between perches) for 1 min (''baseline activity''). This was done from behind a permanent screen at 70 cm from the cage, observing the birds through a hole covered with black meshing. All birds appeared to feel comfortable and undisturbed when watched from behind this screen; many would sit quietly or preen for periods of time, apparently unaware of our presence. After recording baseline activity, we then placed the predator model in front of the cage, and again recorded the number of movements for 1 min (''activity with predator''). After this, the panel was replaced and the same sequence was repeated for the next individual. When exposed to the predator models, individuals mostly greatly increased their rates of movement, clearly moved away from the front of the cages and appeared to be looking for escape possibilities at the backside of the cage, often frantically so or were periodically hiding underneath their drinking stations. Even if they actually did not recognize our models as predators, we interpret this behavior to mean that they indeed were afraid of our predator models (see also Gallup 1977; Feenders and Bateson 2011) . We did not detect any short-or long-term change in the normal appearance and behavior of the study subjects after our experiments were finished. The 2 different models were tested with 6 days in-between (first falcon, then owl), and these 2 predator exposures were treated as independent replicate exposures to a predator. Tests were performed between 9:30 and 14:30 hours.
Bayesian SEM of censored data
We analyzed the individual consistency of the components of TI, and their relationships with the response to predators and baseline activity, by means of SEM. SEM is a combination of regression, factor analysis, and path analysis (Grace 2006) , thereby SEM allows one to model and test a degree of complexity that cannot be achieved using traditional approaches. In general, SEM can handle variables that are dependent variable with respect to one variable but that are predictor variable with respect to another (as in a chain of events), can analyze all data in 1 model which reduces type I and II error, can be used to model underlying (unmeasured but hypothesized) latent variables, can incorporate and even suggest directional (supposedly causal) effects, and can include direct and indirect effects (mediated through correlations with other variables), which also helps to reveal hidden covariance patterns (e.g. a negative correlation between 2 variables that appeared to be positive because of positive correlations with other confounding variables). On the other hand, SEM performs just as well for simple models such as multiple regression and gives similar results. In fact, even for simple statistical models, SEM might be preferred because it does not assume that predictor variables are measured without error, which is an assumption (of doubtful validity) in traditional generalized linear models (GLMs).
Here, we preferred SEM over traditional GLM approaches because it is not a priori clear which variables are dependent (responses) and which are independent (predictors), and stochasticity/measurement error must be assumed in all measured variables. Because we obtained a number of censored data, we applied a Bayesian approach to SEM. Censored data is truncated data that has been limited in their values because of constraints to the temporal or spatial range of the study. Censored data are frequent in both experimental and observational studies, but their inclusion in traditional GLM or SEM is problematic. Omitting all cases with censored values leads to a bias in the data set and the results since the most extreme individuals are deleted. In addition, statistical power is lost. Especially in behavioral studies of animals, where sample sizes are often below 25 individuals (Taborsky 2010) , this is highly undesirable. Alternatively, simply using the minimum or maximum values for the censored values underestimates the variance among individuals, also leading to biased estimates, inflated repeatability estimates, and violation of distributional (e.g., normality) assumptions of the data. Some methodology has been developed that allows for the proper use of censored data, such as data imputation or survival analysis (see Quinn and Keough 2002) . The option chosen here is a Bayesian analysis that implements an estimation of the posterior probability distribution of each censored data point as part of the fitting procedure, using the information contained in other correlated variables. Hence, likely values for censored data were estimated based on the fitted model (and its credibility), and variability in the censored data was iteratively incorporated during the model fitting (Arbuckle) . A second advantage is that Bayesian estimation in general performs better with smaller samples and deviations from normality, and avoids the large-sample assumptions of maximum likelihood used in many other statistical estimation techniques (Grace 2006) . Finally, the Bayesian philosophy avoids problems related to traditional null hypothesis significance testing, such as the testing of nonsensical null hypotheses, the use of a fixed, arbitrary, and dichotomous significance criterion, unequal type I and type II errors, and the acceptance of unrejected null hypotheses (reviewed in Quinn and Keough 2002; McCarthy 2007) .
For our SEM analyses, we used AMOS 19.0 (Arbuckle). While other, including free, programs may well be able to do the same kind of analyses, we provide some background as how to use this menu-driven program for Bayesian SEM of censored data (see also Arbuckle and Grace 2006) . We first have to recode the censored data in our data base (e.g., Excel) to indicate which data is censored, and in which direction. For example, those individuals that remained in TI until the end of the observation period of 10 min received a score of ''.10.00'' for duration of TI, but censored data of the type '',X'' (the unknown value is smaller than X) or ''X , , Y'' (the unknown values lies between X and Y) can also be analyzed. Next, the data sheet is imported after checking the option ''Allow non-numeric data.'' To analyze a certain model in AMOS one has to draw this model, like ours in Figure 1 , which is assisted by a graphical interface. From the list of variables of the imported data file, one drags the variables of interest into the corresponding boxes of the drawn model. Generally, in any SEM application, one has to identify (fix) certain parameters as known if the model needs to fit more information than there is available (i.e., when it is ''unidentified''). The final steps are the fitting of the model by clicking the corresponding icon, either traditionally or by the Bayesian approach, and interpretation of the output. For our Bayesian implementation of SEM, we used the default settings, including an uninformative flat prior ranging from210 34 to 10 34 , but prevented the estimation of negative variances (the ''admissibility check'' option in AMOS) in order to improve model convergence. The Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling for the Bayesian estimation was continued until subsequent runs were sufficiently uncorrelated, which is indicated by a ''convergence criterion'' icon in AMOS (this indicates whether the value of the Gelman-Carlin-Stern-Rubin convergence statistic is less than the conservative default value of 1.002), but always with a minimum of 50,000 sampling events even if convergence of posterior summaries was reached sooner. Prior to analysis, basal activity and activity with predator were square-root transformed in order to improve the normality of the data (Quinn and Keough 2002) , since this improves SEM. Measures of activity as well as TI can depend on the time of day, but in our case effects of time of day on all measures were statistically and biologically negligible in both species (evaluated visually and by statistical testing: all P . 0.05) and hence not corrected for.
Model structure
When building any kind of model with several variables, a number of different models are possible. However, based on biological considerations and expectations, here, we are only interested in the correlations between repeated measures of the same kind of behavior and the correlations between the different behaviors. For this reason, we only ran a single basic model and present its resulting parameter estimates, without comparison with more simple or more complex models that perhaps fit the data better, in order to avoid inflation of type 1 error (Forstmeier and Schielzeth 2011) . Hence, the model structure was composed of 2 layers (Figure 1) : the ability to construct such synthetic model layers is one of the advantages of SEM. We first modeled latent (unmeasured) variables that are expressed in the actual measurements in each of the replicate sessions (the ''measurement model'' of SEM : Grace 2006) , therefore modeled graphically in AMOS by means of a directional arrow from latent to measured variable. For example, a value for the latent variable ''activity with predator'' for each individual is estimated taking into account the regression weights of the measured activities during exposure to the owl or to the falcon on that latent variable. In a traditional GLM, one would probably just use the mean of these 2 sessions as an independent predictor. However, modeling a latent variable has two advantages. First, it allows the model to focus more on the information where the replicated measures coincide. Thus, if the data of one session had more random measurement error, its regression weight would be lowered relative to the other session, partly shielding the final results from this noninformative measurement error (Grace 2006) . Second, it is impossible to calculate a mean for censored data, whereas the estimation of a latent variable uses the information that a given individual has only 1 or 2 censored values. Hence, the 2 sessions of basal activity, of exposure to a predator and of a particular measurement of TI, were each treated as replicated measures, yielding the 6 independent observed variables in Figure 1 . The measurement model provided the Bayesian credible intervals for the correlations between these replicate measures. These correlations are a measure of consistency repeatability (intraclass correlation coefficient) since they do not take into account any differences in mean values among different sessions (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2010) . The second layer of our model (Figure 1 ) was composed of the relationship among the latent variables (the ''structural model'' of SEM: Grace 2006) . In this case, the covariances among the components of TI, baseline activity and the response to predators, and the posterior distributions of these covariances were estimated. In AMOS, the relationships among these latent variables are graphically modeled by double-headed arrows because, in this case, we cannot assume that a certain variable only has a causal, unidirectional relationship with another variable.
Presentation of results
Bayesian analyses normally do not test null hypotheses but present the relative support for a given hypothesis or parameter estimate in the form of posterior distributions. We therefore present a few of these for visual interpretation by the reader. However, we also summarize all relevant posterior distributions by the median and a Bayesian Credible Interval. The median is a measure of central tendency that is more informative than the mean when the posterior distribution is skewed (Quinn and Keough 2002) , as was sometimes the case here. The credible interval has similarities with a frequentist confidence interval, but gives the probability that the true value of the parameter will be within that interval (McCarthy 2007) . We chose a 95% credible interval for presentation because this allows direct comparison with a two-sided null hypothesis test using the traditional (though arbitrary) significance criterion a fixed at 0.05, for those readers that prefer this way of assessing the data. In cases where the output of AMOS only produced (unstandardized) covariances, we calculated a correlation using the estimated median variances and covariance (correlation = covariance/square root [variance 1 3 variance 2]).
RESULTS
There was good support (Table 1) for the presence of repeatable variation in duration of TI (see also Figure 2A ) and number of inductions to attain TI for both species, although in general, repeatability appears higher in Yellow-crowned bishops than in Tree sparrows. In addition, repeatable variation in basal activity and activity in the presence of a predator model were also well supported in Yellow-crowned bishops. The 95% credible intervals did not include zero, indicating that these repeatabilities can be seen as significant under conventional null hypothesis testing.
The median correlation between duration of TI and number of inductions was negative as expected but very low in both Figure 1 Graphical representation of the SEM fitted to estimate the relationships between different components of TI, activity in the presence of a predator, and basal activity. Variables in rectangles are measured (''indicator'') variables; variables in ovals are underlying (''latent'') variables. The labels ''TI session 1'' and ''TI session 2'' are generic labels and are replaced in the different models by the first and second measurement of duration of TI or the number of inductions to attain TI, respectively (i.e., yielding 2 different models with the same structure). Dashed double-headed arrows represent covariances among latent variables, continuous arrows represent causal regression weights, and dotted single-headed arrows represent (residual) error variances, which are all estimated from the observed data.
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In the Yellow-crowned bishop, the correlation between activity in the presence of a predator and basal activity appeared very low (median: 20.08, credible interval: 20.65/0.43), despite one being measured straight after the other. In addition, there was little support that either of the 2 components of TI covaried much with basal activity: 95% credible intervals of covariances widely overlapped with zero, and estimated median correlations were mostly low and in the wrong direction (Table 3, Figure 2B ). In contrast, activity in the presence of a predator consistently showed a higher median correlation with either component of TI, and the covariance between duration in TI and activity in the presence of a predator can be seen as significant under conventional null hypothesis testing (Table 3, Figure 2C ). Individuals that showed higher activity in the presence of a predator model had a shorter duration of TI and needed more inductions to attain TI. When analyzing a structurally identical model as before (Figure 1 ) but simply using a value of 10 min for birds that remained in TI at the end of the session (i.e., ignoring the uncertainty in censored values), duration of TI was no longer significantly correlated with activity in the presence of a predator under conventional null hypothesis testing. This was true both when conducting a Bayesian SEM (credible interval: 26.66/0.14) or when conducting a standard maximum-likelihood SEM (P = 0.057).
The 2 species seemed to differ in how many inductions they needed to attain TI. Tree sparrows needed on average only 1.69 and 1.47 (mean: 1.58) inductions in session 1 and 2, respectively, whereas Yellow-crowned bishops needed 1.92 and 2.13 (mean: 2.03) inductions; the credible intervals did not overlap among species in session 2. The species also seemed to differ in duration of TI. Tree sparrows stayed on average 3.54 and 3.82 (mean: 3.68) min in session 1 and 2, respectively, whereas Yellow-crowned bishops stayed only 2.47 and 2.67 (mean: 2.57) min. In that sense, the number of inductions to attain TI and the duration of TI does appear negatively correlated across species (or populations), but this cannot be evaluated meaningfully with only 2 independent data points (the 2 species).
DISCUSSION
Variation in TI
We obtained good support that both components of TI in Yellowcrowned bishops and Tree sparrows were repeatable. This means that there are consistent differences among individuals in these measures over the time period of our study. To what extent environmental or genetic effects underlie this temporal consistency is unknown, but heritability estimates are currently attempted using breeding experiments. Repeatability is sometimes seen as providing the upper limit to the heritability of a trait (Lessells Table 1 Repeatability of TI components, basal activity, and activity in presence of a predator model (expressed as the correlation between 2 repeated measures) in Yellow-crowned bishops and Tree sparrows Estimated by Bayesian SEM of censored data; posterior distributions of correlations are summarized by median and 95% credible intervals.
Figure 2
Bayesian posterior distributions of various estimated correlations and covariances of the SEM of Figure 1 for the Yellow-crowned bishop.
The density under the curve gives the probability that the estimated parameter has that value. Dotted lines indicate the parameter value of zero where relevant. Estimated by Bayesian SEM of censored data; posterior distributions of correlations are summarized by median and 95% credible intervals. Table 3 Covariances (median and 95% credible interval) and correlations between components of TI and basal activity or activity in the presence of a predator model in Yellow-crowned bishops and Boag 1987), but this is not necessarily the case, for example, if the traits are measured with error (Saether et al. 2007 ). In our case, random measurement error is likely present. Hence, we should interpret the reported correlations as minimum estimates of the true correlations, since random measurement error will reduce correlation, even when estimated with SEM. Some of the observed repeatabilities (Table 1) are quite high for behavioral traits: Bell et al. (2009) found a mean repeatability of about 0.3 for activity, 0.5 for antipredator behavior, and 0.4 across all sorts of behaviors for birds. TI has been studied frequently as a measure of fear, and several lines of evidence support this interpretation, especially for domesticated chickens (see INTRODUCTION). However, quantitative studies of TI (including repeatability) are scarce for wild vertebrates and virtually lacking for wild birds. Lack of tests of repeatability of TI may limit the interpretation of any results. For example, Rubolini et al. (2005) found no effect of administration of corticosterone in the egg stage on TI in gull chicks, but they measured TI in 2-day-old hatchlings. Previous studies on gulls (Montevecchi 1978) and chickens (Forkman et al. 2007) show that TI is not or hardly developed by that age, so their measures of TI may well have mostly been random noise, and it is possible that they missed interesting effects of corticosterone on TI in older individuals (see Dingemanse, Edelaar, et al. 2010 ). Here we show, as far as we know, for the first time that TI is repeatable in wild vertebrates. This suggests that levels of fear of the same stimulus (which includes here the standardized prehandling and measurement of temperature and breathing rate prior to measuring TI) vary consistently among wild individuals. A similar conclusion was drawn by Carrete and Tella (2010) based on flight initiation distance (the distance when an individual flies away when approached), which is also interpreted as a measure of fear and antipredation behavior. Importantly, the repeatability of TI is replicated in 2 species, suggesting this might be generally true. In addition, the level of fear seems to differ among the 2 species we tested, and such consistent interspecific (or interpopulation) differences in fear can have important consequences, for example, for adaptation to habitat changes (Carrete and Tella 2011) . Potentially, species and populations are positioned along a gradient of alternative antipredator strategies of hiding or fleeing as a response to local predator pressures. Moreover, our results also show that both the number of inductions to attain TI and the duration of TI are independently repeatable. Both measures have been used often (Gallup and Rager 1996) , and our study validates their use in terms of representing consistent individual variability. On the other hand, number of inductions and TI duration are hardly correlated. This would mean that individuals can differ independently in these 2 traits, and we should take this into account, as outlined below.
Relationship between tonic immobility and risk of predation
Our results validate the earlier interpretation that TI is related to a response toward a predator, and show that this is even true at the individual level. We found a fair amount of support for a correlation between the response to a predator model and the duration of TI. This suggests that an individual's response to the experimental exposure to a predator model is linked to the individual's response to the conditions during TI sessions. Presumably, in both cases, the response is toward the perceived risk of predation. In contrast to the observed genetic correlation between activity and TI in a flour beetle (Miyatake et al. 2008) , we found only weak support that basal activity is linked to TI and the effect actually had an opposite direction for duration of TI, so we discard the link between activity and TI components as important in our study species. Thus, individual variation in TI seems to be related to individual responses to the risk of predation under more natural conditions and could be interpreted in a context of boldness toward predators. Such variability in boldness may well be permanent, because we assessed TI and the response to predator models with an 18-week difference. Note that if individuals that stayed shorter in TI are interpreted as being bolder, then bolder individuals moved more in the presence of a predator in our experiments (perhaps representing graded alternative antipredator strategies: flee vs. hide). This agrees with results from Feenders and Bateson (2011) . They also found that both wild-caught and hand-reared starlings moved more when a human entered the room, but this was less so for the wild-caught birds, which presumably were more afraid of humans. We found virtually no support for a link between baseline activity and activity in the presence of a predator, which means that boldness and activity were uncorrelated in the Yellow-crowned bishops.
TI is often measured by various indicator variables, and then these measures are frequently combined into a single one to facilitate (univariate) statistical analysis (following Jones and Mills 1983) . Combining indicator variables might be convenient if they have only weak signals and their error partly cancels out, resulting in a stronger signal. However, our results show that the different components of TI we used (number of inductions and duration of TI) are only weakly correlated and seem to have different relationships with the other variables in our model. In agreement with earlier studies (Forkman et al. 2007 ) and despite its lower repeatability, the duration of TI in general showed stronger patterns than the number of inductions to attain TI. These findings argue against the combination of these and additional components of TI into a single measure, or at least in the arbitrary way it is usually done (e.g., by weighting each component equally). It might be better to use SEM to derive one or more latent variables that explain the observed measurements (measurement model), and test for the partial effects of these latent variables and the remaining effects of the measured indicator variables on the other variables of interest (structural model).
Advantages of Bayesian SEM
In the MATERIALS AND METHODS, we discussed the advantages of using SEM when testing and comparing specific yet sometimes complex hypotheses (see also Dingemanse, Dochtermann, et al. 2010) . Here, we discuss in more depth the specific advantages of applying the Bayesian approach to SEM for our study.
The preset limits for the assessment of number of inductions to attain TI (maximum 5 times) and duration of TI (maximum 10 min) resulted in many censored values. By estimating their posterior distribution, the Bayesian approach to SEM allowed us to incorporate the uncertainty of these censored data into the analyses. In short, likely values for censored data were estimated based on the fitted model (and its credibility), and variability in the censored data was iteratively incorporated during the model fitting (Arbuckle) . As such, the informative part of censored data is put to good use, but at the same time the uncertainty in censored data is propagated into the final results of the model. This approach is theoretically more defendable and preferable than other approaches omitting censored data or not taking the effect of censoring into account because those approaches assume that extreme individuals do not exist in the measured population, leading to biases in the parameter estimates. In addition, we found that our methodological approach resulted in numeric estimates that were statistically significant under conventional null hypothesis testing, but which were not significant if ignoring the effects of censoring. Altogether, these results suggest that the Bayesian approach increased statistical power. Generally, the advantages of the Bayesian approach over the classical methods are the ability (although not done here) to incorporate prior knowledge about the parameters (McCarthy 2007) and the fact that the modeling process does not rely on asymptotic theory (Arhonditsis et al. 2006) . The latter issue is particularly important when the sample size is small (commonly experienced in studies of animal behavior: Taborsky 2010), and thus the classical estimation methods (maximum likelihood, generalized and weighted least squares) are not robust. Monte Carlo Markov chain samples are taken from the posterior distribution, and as a result the procedure works for all sample sizes and various sources of non-normality (Arhonditsis et al. 2006) . Moreover, Bayesian analyses can detect multimodality in parameter estimates. In our case, some of the posterior distributions were not normal (Figure 2) , which means that the mean and median are not the same, an insight that is not obvious from standard maximumlikelihood estimation. Finally, the Bayesian philosophy avoids problems related to traditional null hypothesis significance testing as outlined in the MATERIALS AND METHODS. For these reasons, we encourage others to consider this type of approach. We have been unable to find any application of a Bayesian approach to SEM in studies of animal behavior, despite its many advantages, especially when analyzing censored or completely missing data. It is our hope that this paper will help to promote the wider application of Bayesian SEM.
CONCLUSIONS
We established that several aspects of TI have quite good repeatability in 2 wild avian species. This individually repeatable variation in TI is correlated with individually repeatable variation in the response to predators, but not with repeatable variation in baseline activity. This makes TI a candidate behavioral trait for studies on personalities (especially boldness) or for other studies involving antipredation behavior. There also seems to be a consistent difference in TI among similar-sized species, and it would be exciting to know whether this difference is similarly correlated to species or population differences in responses to predators. The statistical technique of SEM allowed for the simultaneous assessment of repeatability of each trait and correlations among traits. The Bayesian approach allowed us to meaningfully model censored data, and this appeared to provide more statistical power than approaches that did not take the censoring into account.
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